HElib is a C++ library that implements fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). This supports homomorphic linear transformations on plaintext slots which consist of many rotation operations on plaintext slots, and currently, each rotation involves one or two automorphisms. In this paper, we describe a new method for linear transformations that perform only one automorphism for the rotation operation for many kinds of linear transformations. We then further investigate our new method to have algorithmic improvement, which can be understood as a generalization of the baby-step/giant-step strategy on HElib. Finally, we verify that our improvement works well by implementation, and see 2-4 times speedup than the current HElib implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Homomorphic encryption (HE) is a cryptographic scheme that enables arithmetic operations on encrypted data even without knowing the secret key. Many of HE schemes have been suggested following Gentry's first candidate [7] , where fresh ciphertext has a built-in error term. This error term grows with every homomorphic operation, until it grows too large to decrypt without decryption errors. Avoiding decrytion errors for an arbitrary circuit, Gentry's bootstrapping is the only known method to construct a fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme.
The last few years saw a large body of work improving many aspects of HE, and now there exist several practical libraries which are used in actual applications [4] , [11] . HE is considerably close to actual applications in various fields, to handle financial, medical, or genomic data without any information leakage. In fact, one can confirm that the interest on FHE continuously grows, as the homomorphic encryption standardization meeting where industry, academia and even governmental institute gather, holds regularly from the last year. 1 HElib is the first FHE library which is developed and managed by Halevi and Shoup [10] . It is an opensource C++ library, implementing a FHE scheme based on the hardness of ring-LWE (learning with errors) due to
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1 http://homomorphicencryption.org/ Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan (BGV) [3] . It basically includes an implementation of the BGV scheme with fundamental homomorphic operations. Further, as a main focus of the implementation, it supports packing of plaintexts that enables one to encrypt many plaintext element in one ciphertext. In other words, one ciphertext has many plaintext slots. Along with such packing method, it also supports slotwise operations on ciphertexts and further higher-level procedures for data-movement, such as matrix vector multiplication. The current HElib has several linear transformation algorithms, that apply a public (not encrypted) matrix into a ciphertext. To be precise, the plaintext space of HElib is E where E is some ring extension of Z p r . To apply publicly known E-linear map or Z p r -linear map M : E → E to a vector of plaintexts v ∈ E without message leakage, we have to evaluate linear algebra algorithms over homomorphically encrypted ciphertext. Actually, these algorithms are main ingredient for FHE inherent functionality such as bootstrapping, and moreover there are realistic circumstances that such linear transformations are needed. For example, as attention on the machine learning grows, several works that study privacy-preserving machine learning works [1] , [9] , [13] have appeared, which use linear transformations as an essential operation.
In this regard, Halevi and Shoup [12] recently improved homomorphic linear transformations in HElib to be much faster than those previously implemented in HElib for typical parameters, and also reduced the size of the large public evaluation key than the previous implementation.
A. THIS WORK
The native plaintext space of HElib is parametrized by a prime p, an integer m, and r, and defined by R p r := Z p r [X ]/ m (X ) with m-th cyclotomic polynomial m (X ). This is isomorphic to some space E , and this space has n-dimensional hypercube shape for some n, whose structure is determined by m and p (not by r). Using this isomorphism, HElib can pack data in the hypercube shape, and it also supports rotations on each hypercube dimension, which can be done by applying one or two automorphisms on R p r .
Based on the rotation operations, HElib has linear transformation algorithms that apply a publicly known linear map to each hypercolumn, or to whole plaintext slots by understanding E as a vector. These algorithms are based on the representation of linear map with rotations of plaintext multiplied by some constants determined by the linear map. The constant multiplication can be easily done, and hence the speed of linear transformation algorithms heavily depends on the total number of rotations.
Until now, rotations on some hypercube dimensions require two automorphisms to perform rotations for many choices of m and p. In this regard, we design a new method where one can replace the rotation operation in the linear transformation algorithm by only one automorphism, when the given linear transformation is Z p r -linear (not for E-linear). We remark that if every plaintext element is an integer, then there is no difference between Z p r -linear and E-linear, and hence our method applies for any linear transformation.
As a consequence of the above result, we represent linear transformation by a summation of automorphisms, instead of rotations, multiplied by some constants. This change enables us to have more broader way of calculating the sum, which leads to further algorithmic speedup. Whereas there were no other options in [12] but to calculate the sum by successively applying rotations and summing up, we can more freely decompose the sum and compute it efficiently. By properly decomposing the total summation into several partial sums, we can significantly reduce the total number of automorphisms than before, even though we are working on the same summation. This can be regarded as a generalization of baby-step/giant-step division in [12] .
We finally implement our method upon the latest version of HElib code. As a result, we see about 2-4 times speedup on linear transformation algorithms for many parameters that are currently used in HElib, while do not sacrifice anything.
B. WHY ONLY HElib?
Until now, various FHE libraries such as SEAL [14] and HEAAN [4] have been proposed. 2 As those libraries also support data packing and movements on data slots, one may wonder why we focus on only HElib rather the general FHE libraries. For SEAL, we stress that our work actually can be applied to both of the BGV [3] and BFV (Brakerski/ Fan-Vercauteren) [2] , [6] schemes, which serve as base schemes of HElib and SEAL, respectively. However, the starting point of our work-rotations involving two automorphisms-can be avoided by the choice of plaintext spaces, and a BFV implementation of SEAL indeed excludes such choices. 3 Next, as for HEAAN, the CKKS (Cheon-KimKim-Song) scheme [4] that is a base scheme of HEAAN, uses somewhat different plaintext space than BGV (and BFV) scheme where such problem never occur for any parameters. Hence there is no room to improve HEAAN from our method. We refer Appendix B for the details of these arguments.
II. PRELIMINARIES
For a positive integer n > 0, we denote [n] := {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}. We write n p by the unique integer in [p] such that n ≡ n p mod p. For two vector v = (v 1 , · · · , v n ) and w = (w 1 , · · · , w n ) over some ring R, we write the component-
A. MESSAGE PACKING IN HElib
HElib is based on a ring variant of the BGV scheme, which is defined over the quotient ring R = Z[X ]/ m (X ), where m (X ) is the m-th cyclotomic polynomial. Usually, the native plaintext space used in the scheme is R p r := R/p r R for some prime number p and positive integer r > 0. Indeed, a plaintext in R p r can be regarded as an encoded vector whose elements are in some smaller ring extension E of Z p r , via an isomorphism ψ : 
, we can identify a vector in E with a plaintext in R p r . The entries of the vector are called ''plaintext slots.'' Clearly, addition and multiplication in R p r correspond to componentwise addition and multiplication in E .
The above isomorphism can be explicitly described by choosing a set of representatives of Z * m / p . Let {t 1 , · · · , t } be any set of representatives of Z * m / p . After a suitable rearrangement of indices, each ζ t i becomes a root of F i (X ), where ζ := X ∈ E. Therefore, a map φ i given by
/F i (X ) and E . Combining this isomorphism with the isomorphism
Remainder Theorem, we obtain the isomorphism ψ :
B. STRUCTURE OF PLAINTEXT SLOTS
The plaintext slot space E , isomorphic to R p r , has a special structure induced from Z * m / p . By taking a proper generating set {g 1 , · · · , g n } ⊆ Z * m , which we call a hypercube basis,
forms a set of representatives of Z * m / p for some
The choice of such g 1 , · · · , g n , which is an influential factor formulating the structure of Z * m / p , will be discussed in 3.1 with more details.
We use this set T , a set of representatives of Z * m / p , for an isomorphism
Then there is an one-to-one correspondence between the slots of E and tuples (e 1 , · · · , e n ) with 0 ≤ e s < D s , in which sense we say that E (and also R p r ) has an n-dimensional hypercube structure. for α ∈ R p r . Fig. 1 shows a hypercube structure and hypercolumn for n = 3. 
C. ROTATIONS ON PLAINTEXT SLOTS
HElib especially supports rotations in each dimension, shifting all the slots in the hypercolumn, on the hypercube structure of plaintext slots. To be precise, we call by a rotation by i in dimension s, denoted by ρ i s , a map on R p r that sends the element in the slots indexed by (e 1 , · · · , e s , · · · , e n ) to the slots indexed by (e 1 , · · · , e s − i D s , · · · , e n ). These rotation maps can be computed from the automorphisms θ t : dividing the dimension type according to the usages of the automorphisms.
Observe that for 
The current implementation of HElib resolves this problem by merely erasing the ruined slots by multiplying 0 on them; technically, it takes a constant µ s,i ∈ R p r which is determined by the (unique) element such that ψ(µ s,i ) has 1 for every ( * , · · · , * , e s , * , · · · , * ) slot with e s < D s − i, and 0 for any other slots. Similarly, the remaining upper part is filled with another constant µ s,i · θ i−D g s (α(X )), and this finally completes the rotation by i in dimension s.
D. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS ON MESSAGE SLOTS
There are many applications, for instance bootstrapping [11] , that require some linear transformations on plaintext slots. In this regard, HElib has E-linear and Z p r -linear transformation algorithms on the plaintext slots both of that act VOLUME 7, 2019 independently on the hypercolumns in a single dimension, and that on the entire hypercube.
where
is an i-th diagonal vector of M . Note that the usual (polynomial) multiplication in R p r corresponds to the componentwise multiplication in E , and that we have a rotation on each hypercolumn. Hence, (1) enables us to apply a E-linear
where κ i ∈ R p r is the preimage of ψ of a hypercube having identical s-dimension hypercolumn M i .
A full slot E-linear map, denoted MatMulFull, can be applied in similar way, except that we decompose the matrix M ∈ E × in terms of composite of rotations on hypercolumn in a single dimension. In fact, instead of the vector rotation, we can use permutations
and apply the linear map by computing
for some constants κ i 1 ,··· ,i n ∈ R p r .
2) Z p r -LINEAR MAPS
Before proceeding to Z p r -linear map cases, we need the following two facts; the first follows from ψ(σ (m(X ))) = (σ E (m(ζ t ))) t∈T , and the second follows from the theory of linearized polynomials over Z p r .
• Applying σ := θ p to m ∈ R p r corresponds to applying the Frobenius map σ E on E, defined by ζ → ζ p , to each plaintext slot. In this sense, we also call σ := θ p by the Frobenius map (on R p r ).
• A Z p r -linear map M on E can be written as a polynomial of σ E , i.e. there exist constants
For a Z p r -linear map L, one again has (1), except the entries in each diagonal are not elements in E, but Z p r -linear maps on E. That is, we again have
is a D s -length vector of Z p r -linear maps, and
from the second fact. Putting all together, a Z p r -linear map on a single hypercolumn dimension s, which we specially denote by BlockMatMul1D, can be represented by
where κ j,k ∈ R p r is the preimage of ψ of a hypercube having identical s-dimension hypercolumn
. Similarly, the full slot Z p r -linear map, denoted by BlockMatMulFull, is represented as
E. AUTOMORPHISMS IN ENCRYPTED STATE
So far we have only considered rotations and various automorphisms for plaintext space. From now on, we briefly introduce the ciphertext structure and the methodology to apply an automorphism on encrypted state. In HElib, a ciphertext space is given by R 2 q for some ciphertext modulus q, and a ciphertext c(X ) ∈ R 2 q of a message m(X ) ∈ R p r encrypted by a secret key s(X ) ∈ R 2 satisfies
Thus, the decryption process of a ciphertext c(X ) with a secret key s(X ) would be
However, if one applies an automorphism θ : X → X t to a ciphertext c(X ), this decryption process fails: Indeed, it holds that
and hence c(X t ) is an encryption of m(X t ) encrypted by s(X t ), not s(X ). Thus, after applying the automorphism θ t : X → X t , we further have to perform the key-switching procedure that turns back the secret key into s(X ), by which one obtains a ciphertext encrypting m(X t ). About more detail for key-switching, we refer to [8] .
In particular, to perform key-switching, the public key of HElib includes special data called key-switching matrix for each automorphism θ t . Most favorable situation is where we have all the key-switching matrices that need to apply the automorphisms. Sometimes, however, there might be not enough memory to store all the key-switching matrices. In that case, one can adopt minimal key switching strategy which can compute the automorphisms using extremely small amount of key-switching matrices.
1) MINIMAL KEY-SWITCHING STRATEGY
For the case where one wants to compute i∈ [h] θ i (v i ) and only has the key-switching matrix of θ, one can use the following Horner's rule:
We can compute w h ← v h and w i ← θ (w i+1 ) + v i for i = h − 1, · · · , 0 and output w 0 . One can easily check that this computation only requires a switching key for θ.
2) HOISTING WITH MANY KEY-SWITCHING
Consider another case where one wants to compute θ i (v) for some fixed v with various automorphisms θ i 's, and has all the key-switching matrices for θ i 's. In this case, one can key-switch all the θ i (v)'s in almost same time for one key-switching using Hoisting technique, which precomputes the expensive part of key-switching that only depends on v.
III. INCOMPLETE ROTATION AND ALGEBRAIC OFFSET
Recall that, as we observed in Section II-C, the automorphism by an incomplete rotation. In this section, we argue that one can compute BlockMatMuls on bad dimension only with the incomplete rotation, which results in generically faster formulas for Z p r -linear maps than (2) and (3). In order that, we first change the choice of hypercube basis {g 1 , · · · , g n } to satisfy
for any dimension s with some 0 ≤ k s < d. We remark that the current HElib's choice of {g 1 , · · · , g n } does not necessarily satisfy (5) 
Similarly, for the full multiplication (3) case, we could also replace the rotations ρ i s just by θ i g s by modifying κ i 1 ,··· ,i n ,j , which gives a new formula
A. OUR HYPERCUBE BASIS CHOICE 
Now, by calculating the Smith Normal Form of the exponent coefficient matrix, we have
for some D i > 0. The detailed process of finding g 1 , · · · , g n can be found in Algorithm 1.
B. NEW FORMULAS FOR Z P R -LINEAR MAPS
Recall that one dimensional Z p r -linear maps can be computed from (2):
with the rotation map ρ i s . Note that our hypercube basis has property (5), and then (e 1 , · · · , e s , · · · , e n ) slot of θ i g s (v) can be described as follows: 
We proceed to the full dimensional Z p r -linear maps having the formula:
In this case we can also construct κ new i 1 ,··· ,i n ,j similarly. Observe that (e 1 , · · · , e n ) slot of θ 
1) REMARKS ON A SPECIAL CASE : HYPERCUBE IN Z p r (⊂ E )
Before proceeding to the next section, we remark that an improvement of matrix multiplication algorithm holds for integer messages case, since the Frobenius map σ E on E clearly fixes the elements in Z p r . Hence the automorphism θ g s works as a rotation even for bad dimension s with our new hypercube basis choice. In this sense, all the improvement that will be introduced in the next section also can be applicable to MatMul1D and MatMulFull. Considering that the integer message is common on the use of HElib, our contributions can actually improve many practical use of HElib.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
As a consequence of the previous section, we can write the matrix multiplication formulas only in terms of automorphisms θ t as follows.
• For BlockMatMul1D case, the index group
and the coefficient κ g i s p j is same with κ i,j .
• For BlockMatMulFull case, the index group I is Z * m , and the coefficient κ g i 1 1 ···g in n p j is same with κ i 1 ,··· ,i n ,j . In this section, we give several algorithms to compute (8) that interact with different key switching strategies. To be precise, we consider two different decompositions of the general formula and propose key switching strategies SuffKey and MinKey which are suitable for each decomposition, respectively.
First, in Section IV-A, we decompose (8) by babystep/giant-step manner which is already applied in HElib as a special case. We call SuffKey strategy that stores sufficiently many KS matrices in order that hoisting technique and parallelization can be applied. Then in Section IV-B, we decompose (8) in another manner, which enables us to compute (8) with MinKey strategy with having small numbers of key switching matrices while the performance of computation is not too be slowed.
A. SUFFICIENT KEY STRATEGY: BABY-STEP/ GIANT-STEP LOGIC
Recently, HElib implementation made remarkable speedup in linear transformation computations using so called Baby-step/Giant-step(BSGS) logic [12] . Its main idea is to store the baby steps v, θ 1 (v), · · · θ g−1 (v) and reuse them in the computation of rearranged formula
where κ gi 1 +i 2 := θ −gi 1 (κ gi 1 +i 2 ) and step sizes g ≈ h ≈ √ D. However, this BSGS logic was only applicable to one dimensional E-linear transformations since Z p -linear transformations consist of more than one summation as we can see in (2) and (3).
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With a new general formula (8), we now can think of a generalized BSGS logic to efficiently compute (8) as follows: 1) Decompose the index group I into two smaller sets G and H . More precisely, find two sets G, H ⊆ Z * m such that for each t ∈ I , there uniquely exist t 1 ∈ G and
The choice of G and H is closely related to the key switching strategy. It can be easily checked that, by storing all the key switching matrices corresponding to θ t for t ∈ G ∪ H , one can perform the above algorithm. In this sense, we call SuffKey by a strategy that having the key switching matrices. For BlockMatMul1D,
can be used for any 1 ≤ g ≤ D s . Also for BlockMatMulFull,
can be used for any 1 ≤ e ≤ n and 1 ≤ g ≤ D e . 4 
1) COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ALGORITHMS
In fact, the generalized BSGS logic is not so new in onedimensional case. Current algorithm in HElib is actually the
With the generalized BSGS logic, we can more freely choose G that will bring speed-up, though not very remarkable.
However, for full-dimensional case, our new representation (8) enables us to apply the BSGS logic, which was impossible due to the bad dimensions. Actually the current HElib computes BlockMatMulFull by calling D 2 · · · D n numbers of BlockMatMul1D on the first D 1 , which involves
automorphisms. On the other hand, our BSGS logic involves g + φ(m)/g automorphisms, which is O( √ φ(m)) with
For the actual choice of g, we refer Appendix A. 4 Only e = 1 was used in the actual implementation.
B. MINIMAL KEY STRATEGY: REPEATED HORNER'S RULE
As mentioned in Section II-E, one may decide to store minimal number of key switching matrices while performing a linear transformation. This minimal KS strategy imposes certain restriction on the multiplication algorithm. Since we cannot compute θ t 1 (v) or θ t 2 (u t 2 ) directly, we are no longer able to (efficiently) use the algorithm in Section IV-A. Therefore, a new multiplication algorithm that fits with the minimal KS strategy is necessary.
Similar to the generalized BSGS logic in Section IV-A, we decompose the index group I into subsets G 1 , G 2 , · · · , G n of Z * m . However, in order to interact with the minimal KS strategy, we only consider G i that can be generated by a single element g i ∈ Z * m . Now, if we have key switching matrices for θ g 1 , · · · , θ g n , we can compute
∈ I by repeatedly applying Horner's rule (4) as follows.
1) Iteratively compute
Above calculation is possible since each G i is generated by g i , i.e. every element t i of G i is some power of g i . Also, note that the total number of automorphisms in the above computation is |G n | + n i=2 |G 1 | · · · |G n−i+1 |. Below are suggested choices of decomposition {G i } 1≤i≤n for each BlockMatMul1D and BlockMatMulFull case. These are chosen by heuristic optimization and may not be an optimal choice.
1) BlockMatMul1D CASE
Let g = √ D s d , and let We can easily check that {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 } is a desired decomposition of I = p, g s . Total automorphism cost with this decomposition is about d + 2
√
Dd, and it will be smaller than D+d, the automorphism cost of current implementation, in most cases.
is clearly a decomposition of I = Z * m . Table 1 compares the automorphism cost of our algorithm with the decomposed structure and the current HElib implementation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the public HElib code, 5 we implement our new formulas and algorithms, and measure the timings.
For all timings, the unit time is second and the unit memory is megabyte(MB). We also attached the new modified code matmul_our.cpp, and one can use our improved algorithms by simply substituting the matmul.cpp file of original code into our file. Our testing is done with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 @2.10GHz, and 62GB memory.
In Test_bootstrapping.cpp file of HElib source code, there are some recommendation list for parameters m and p, where the performance of HElib is maximized. Among those m's, 14 of them have bad dimensions in their top dimensions, and 31 of them have at least one bad dimension. Our experiment are executed with those recommendation parameters, and we below give results for them; the m's with bad top dimensions, though they are relatively few, show approximately 2 times of speedup in their BlockMatMul1D operations. Moreover, the m's having at least one bad dimension will be improved much more in their BlockMatMulFull operations. We first give the sole effect of Section III in Table 2 we take several bad dimensions. The 'build' columns corresponds to the time to compute linearized polynomial coefficients κ i,j 's from the given linear transformation, and 'conv' columns shows the time to convert those κ's into a special representation (called DoubleCRT) required for key switching. One can see that our new formula costs about half time than before for 'conv'; previously, it prepares two DoubleCRT representations corresponding to each mask, but now we only need one. Moreover, Table 3 shows the timing for computations of linear transformation, one again see that 'OUR' costs about half time as we change ρ i function (involving two automorphisms θ i and θ D−i ) into one automorphism θ i . Note that the mark in a dimension notes a bad dimension. Table 4 and 5 show the effect of Section IV, which gives new BlockMatMul1D algorithms. In particular, we present the table divided in two parts using SuffKey strategy and MinKey strategy, with public key size for each case. The 'OUR' columns show the time of our new BlockMatMul1D algorithms corresponding to each KS strategies. The 'PK size' columns are showing the size of the public key of the FHE scheme including KS matrices. For MinKey, since the public key sizes for original HElib and our algorithm are almost same, we only present our public key size. Table 6 and 7 are based on BlockMatMulFull algorithms given in Section IV, for two given KS strategies. The implementation of MinKey strategy used for table 7 is based on a special case of decomposition
which is divided along the dimensions. 6 The 'OUR' columns show the time cost for our new BlockMatMul1D algorithms corresponding to each KS strategies. Here, the SuffKey strategy for the original HElib code is iterative BlockMatMul1D which uses all the KS matrices for every slot of the hypercube structure. Again, the columns 'PK size' are showing the public key size of the public key.
APPENDIX A OPTIMAL CHOICE OF G
One can compute the linear transformation using generalized BSGS logic with (g + φ(m) g ) automorphisms. Indeed, if one uses hoisting technique to compute the baby-step automorphisms, the time cost should be treated differently since the hoisting technique is much faster than computing general automorphisms. Among (g + φ(m) g ) automorphisms, the first g baby-step automorphisms can be computed by hoisting, so the optimal minimizer g can be determined in different way.
One may think that the optimal value of g should be much larger than √ φ(m), but the complexity of making a baby-step scheme itself also increases when g increases, and by the effect of various factors, g can be determined as slightly smaller than √ φ(m). We refer HElib code for the detiled hoisting implementation.
In some cases, if there is an integer divisor g of D 1 near √ φ(m), or near the optimal minimizer for hoisting, so that GH = I , then choosing such g can also reduce the time cost of the algorithm.
APPENDIX B PLAINTEXT SPACES OF SEAL AND HEAAN
The plaintext space of textbook BGV (and BFV) scheme can be generally written by R . Note that, since this choice of p supports the largest number of slots for a fixed m, this parameter choice is still useful when data is integer and one wants to perform only integer operations, However, in this case p would be of the form mk + 1 with some integer k, which is quite large, and this cannot support small modulo operations (like bit-operation). Note that there are applications of FHE like AES evaluation by FHE [8] that require small modulo operations, and the parameter choice of SEAL cannot deal with these topics. Recall that from Section II, our bad dimension comes from the discrepancy of Z * m and Z * m / p , but for SEAL's choice, those two groups are exactly same and hence there is no bad dimension in SEAL.
CKKS scheme [4] , upon which HEAAN is built, uses R := Z[X ]/(X N + 1) as a plaintext space with power-of-two N , which is a special case of Z[X ]/ m (X ) with m = 2N . Note that there is no modulo p r for this plaintext space unlike BGV and BFV. The plaintext slots are explicitly defined by an isomorphism φ : R → C N /2 , φ(ζ
In the context of Section II-B, we can say that the plaintext slot structure of HEAAN is an one-dimensional cube; a vector. Hence, if that dimension is bad i.e., 5 N /2 = 1 in Z * 2N , our method can be applied to HEAAN. However unfortunately, Z * 2N is explicitly decomposed by −1 ⊕ 5 , and hence the HEAAN plaintext vector is good for any choice of power-oftwo N .
